John Ericson’s

Digital Presentations

Stimulating talks presented with
style and humour.....

Children’s Book
Illustrations
As adults we carry in our heads huge
numbers of images from childhood, and
some of those most deeply etched come
from illustrations in books that we read as
children. Images of ‘Tigger’ and ‘Toad’
or even ‘The Tiger Who Came to Tea’
will probably remain with us for ever! In
addition to a wide range of examples John
will examine how illustrations contribute
to the development of understanding and
how the interaction of image and narrative
creates such powerful memories.

The Wind in the Willows
REVISITED
through its illustrators
This beautifully written book about the
riverbank adventures of Mole, Ratty, Badger
and the incorrigible Mr Toad was first
published in 1908 and has enthralled its
readers ever since. Initially it was without
pictures or decoration but in the intervening
years it has been illustrated by more than
ninety artists – making it the most widely
illustrated book in the English language! In
this evocative presentation we will revisit the
story through the eyes of famous children’s
illustrators such as E H Shepard,
Arthur Rackham, Robert Ingpen, Val Biro,
and Eric Kincaid among others.
Your lecture about Children’s Book Illustrations was so enjoyable and it brought back so
many happy memories for us. Numerous members have commented on the lecture being
so well constructed and delivered with such warmth and humour. In addition, your use of
PowerPoint was exemplary. North London DFAS

Reading Pictures:
Are You Visually Literate?
We live in an increasingly visual environment.
Images are all round us, not just in art galleries
and museums but from the media and the world
in general. But how well and how accurately do
we interpret our visual world? When we view
an image we make two assumptions: first, that
what we see is what others see and second that
what we see is the way it is! Both of these assumptions can easily be shown to be wrong! In
this lecture John explains how we can improve our perception and appreciation of what we
choose to look at.

Visual Illusions:
Can you believe your own eyes?

In this thought
provoking and
entertaining presentation
John has selected
a range of visual
illusions illustrating
‘illusions in art’ as well
as ‘illusions as art’.
Some of the images will
amuse, some will confound and others will challenge your self-belief. Even those familiar
with illusions may not have appreciated how they affect our appreciation of art or how
much they influence our day-to-day lives.

The Fascinating World of
Colour and How we see it?
This lecture is devoted to an exploration of colour. It
is built on the premise that our appreciation of colour
and how we see it, is at the very core of our common
interest in art and the arts. Sometimes colour is referred
to as ‘the secret influence’ as we are often unaware of
how it significantly affects the choices we make every
day. But what is colour? Do we all experience colour similarly? What is a colour scheme and
why do some colours go well together and others not?
Even a month after your visit members were still talking about the visual literacy lecture
and reiterating how fascinating and interesting it had been.
Programme Secretary Bournemouth & East Dorset DFAS

Norman Rockwell:
Great American
artist or mere
illustrator?
A story teller with a brush! A celebrated
and prolific twentieth century painter
and illustrator whose work has probably
been seen by a larger audience than
any other artist in History! In America
his work enjoys broad popular appeal,
where Rockwell is most famous for the
cover illustrations he created for ‘The
Saturday Evening Post.’ Today his work
sells for millions of dollars.

The Shakers:
Their Beliefs,
Architecture
and Artefacts
In this popular talk John tells
the extraordinary story of the
Shakers of North America,
exploring their beginnings,
what they believed and how
they lived their lives before
examining examples of their
wonderful buildings and
furniture. For it is only with
such an understanding of
their devout faith and way
of life that we can begin to
appreciate their intriguing legacy.
I was bowled over by the enthusiasm of our members for your lecture on Norman Rockwell
and for the warm way you socialised with everyone. So thank-you and please know you
were much appreciated. One member said you were the best lecturer in our 20+years.
Programme Secretary Saltaire DFAS

Art Inspired by Wine
In this lively presentation John shares his knowledge
and enthusiasm for wine and the contribution that
‘wine art’ makes to our colourful world. Wine can be a
civilising influence upon us and it is made to be shared
and enjoyed. As a consequence there are numerous
wonderful paintings of wine being made and wine being
drunk in celebration but it also lends itself to wicked
cartoons and striking posters. In addition we shall
examine wine labels from around the world which now
display such style and creativity.

Wine Related Antiques
Who could deny that the drinking of wine and
the collecting of antiques are among the most
pleasurable of pursuits? As more and more
people take an informed interest in wine there
has been a corresponding increase in our
enthusiasm for wine related accessories. As
well as being functional many of these items
are intrinsically beautiful such as drinking
glasses, decanters, bottle tickets, bin labels
and corkscrews - all of which have become
increasingly valuable.

Inn Signia:
The artwork and stories
behind peculiar pub names
Pubs and their signs are a fundamental part of our
history and cultural heritage. In this colourful and
entertaining lecture John shows some of the most
interesting and distinctive signs before exploring
the fascinating stories behind the origin of some of
their peculiar names. Who could fail to be intrigued
by ‘The Bucket of Blood’, the ‘Cow and Snuffers’
or even the ‘Eager Poet’ – and who on earth was
‘Blind Jack’?
You well and truly made wine antiques a fascinating subject and I am sure we could all have
been enthralled for much longer on corkscrews alone, but we also had glasses, decanters, bin
labels and so much more in so many different materials and ages. It was a brilliant day! Thank you.
Study Day Coordinator South Devon DFAS
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